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   ABSTRACT 
 

                       
Security testing is a topic that many organizations 
are discussing to impose on their tool in order to 
detect security threats. During my thesis work I used 
HIAB (Hacker in a Box) and Nessus (remote 
vulnerability security tool) to find out the 
vulnerabilities in the remote client PC. This thesis 
describes in detail the severe security issues which 
were found while running an experiment at an office 
network and individual home PC also through 
remote accessing and scanning. The results were 
inferred by describing the different security threats 
and vulnerabilities. 
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1    Background 
 Computer technology has changed dramatically over the past 20 years. People 
who would normally never use a computer now utilize such a device almost every day in 
order to get their work done. They regularly use it to check email and surf the web 
through internet. Internet is not a single network; it�s a collection of joined networks that 
are accessible by individual computer hosts through different ways, including routers, 
Internet service providers� gateways and dial-up connections. It can be easily reachable to 
any source with a computer and network connection. Organizations and individuals can 
reach any position globally on the network without regard to national or geographic 
boundaries [7]. But of course there are some risks using internet through which you can 
lose your secret information. Intruders do not require entering any home, and also 
possibly not even be in the same country. They can steal your information without 
touching a piece of paper and also create new files, hide evidence of their unauthorized 
activity.  
 
More reliance on the Internet is predictable over the next years, along with increased 
interest to its security. Basically security of the system builds on the combination of its 
ability to maintain confidentiality, integrity, and availability. This theory could be applied 
to home Internet users just as much as they would to any company network. Intruders 
want to gain control of your home computer so that they can utilize it to launch attacks on 
other computer systems. Having control of your computer gives them the ability to 
masquerade their activities against high-profile computer systems such as government or 
financial systems. They try to find secret information such as passwords, bank account 
information, and credit card numbers. Intruders could utilize that information in order to 
obtain different goods. Information security is concerned with these areas. May be user 
would like to remain the tasks perform private on the computer, whether it's tracking 
sending email messages to family and friends. You want to make sure the security. 
Computer security is security of information resources through the use of training, 
technology and process. 
 
Currently trusting a client in a network is the major concern of most of the companies 
which have different branches connected to each other using different technologies of 
broad-band and VPN (Virtual Private Network). They have their vital and confidential 
information distributed within this network and because of this reason administrators have 
to ensure that the network only allows the authorized clients to access the information. So 
this generates the need for checking the vulnerabilities before they enter the network of 
the organization. Checking the vulnerabilities is only possible by remotely accessing the 
different clients for vulnerabilities. Hence, scanning the client for more vulnerable issues 
would be helpful for the host to check and make sure that the client who would be 
accessing the network information is secure and will not be a threat to information 
security as well as the whole network.  
 
At present most of the work has been done on the server vulnerability scanning to make 
the network secure from the server perspective, but the concentration on the client side 
PC is to a degree due to not easy to use tools. This generates the need to check the client 
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side PC�s for vulnerabilities using some of the emerging technologies of remote 
vulnerability scanning. 
 

2   Problem Description 
 
In order to build understanding and an exact idea of this thesis. Consider a client PC is 
connected with Internet and it is necessary to test remotely the level of the security for the 
client PC and identification of vulnerabilities through assessment tools which exists in 
scanning box. This interest in security motivates my thesis work. 
 
Scanning box is the physical representation of the assessment tool (software).  
  
     
 

                                                         
 
 

       Client PC        
                                         
   Figure 1 
 
Here figure 1 show that a scanning box is connected with a Client PC.  It identifies the 
security issues of the client PC. 
 

2.1 Motivation leading to thesis 
 
One of the main reasons for this master thesis is that the amount of work done on the 
security issues and testing the security policy over the client PC�s to make them more 
secure is comparatively very low. Although automatic vulnerability assessment tools are 
build to perform an analysis in server environments. This concept is from the same field 
as the research done is less with regards to the home environment and client PC�s domain.  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Scanning 
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 2.2 Aim and objectives 
Aim 
 
 To gain in-depth knowledge of different security issues over the client PC 
 
Objectives 
  
! To be familiar with the security problems over the client side PC. 
! To know what are the different tools used for remote vulnerability testing. 
! To gain precise understanding of the remote vulnerability assessment tools. 

 

3 Leading study Question 
 
 Assessment of tools for remote vulnerability testing.  
 

3.1 Research methodology  
 I have collected common knowledge through latest published security hacking 

books, Research articles and different multinational security companies� account 
products recommendations and tools which are used to deal with security problems. 
Assessing information and current state of knowledge in order to enlarge and suggest 
technical solutions to the security issues in focus of this thesis. I also accumulated data 
through the experiment on security tool. 
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4    Definitions and fundamental concepts 

4.1    Identification of security issues 
4.1.1 Password Policies 
       Perhaps the most general way used by hackers to get into systems is through weak 
password. Password security policy requires identifying the weak password. It makes sure 
that users are utilizing the strong password by some parameters. The basic idea is to test 
whether a password can be guessed or adequately perfect. 
The most obvious threat to the security provided by a password system is from the 
compromise of the passwords. The greater the length of password age could lead to 
greater opportunities to exposing it. Password should be changed on periodic basis. 
Password expiry date could be set as in order to test password age. 
Many researchers prefer that password length should be at least 8 characters. Otherwise 
keeping less characters make password key combinations less and from brute force attack 
any body can generate the keys and get the cipher text. 
 
! Password should not be any dictionary key word. 
! Password should have at least one uppercase letter and one lowercase. 
!  Using special characters in your password. 
! Using numbers in your password [10]. 

Password policy could be checked from the scanning box by using registry, when user 
enters the password it is remotely checked against the above mentioned 
recommendations. The criteria will be this that client PC registries will be uploaded to the 
scanning box then it will analyze the registries thoroughly and test it by comparing the 
suggestions. 

4.1.2 File Integrity Checker 
 When the machine is compromised attacker could alter the key files in order to 
gain continued access and prevention from detection. It is possible that the attacker could 
modify the system files of the operating system to corrupt the system. In order to avoid 
such kind of attacks continuous file integrity check through recomputed value is 
recommended. This should include a CRC checksum so that any modifications can be 
captured in case of change in file attributes. A checksum is string created by a 
mathematical algorithm that allows to test whether two files are same. Changing even a 
single bit in a file will cause the checksum to be different. For example: following files 
integrity could be tested such as  
System configuration files 
Set user id Program 
Set group id Program  
The files loaded at system startup in Linux. 
The system32 files in Windows system [3]. 

 
Concern to the Organizations 

 Now day�s companies have threat of file integrity during the downloading of latest     
security patches. For example today I execute the file integrity checker in order to test the   
system file and compute the CRC value VB879M at 10.00 am. It is risk that I keep that file 
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in the local system, so better it to store it in WORM (write once read many) device where no 
change of the files being tampered. Tomorrow again I execute the system file integrity 
checker and compute the same CRC value VB879M at 10.00 am which means that file has 
not been changed. But if it shows different value then it means the system file has been 
changed. Now we are going to download the latest security patch and it takes at least 1 
minute 10.01 am and during downloading between this time stamps any body can alter the 
file. 

 
Solution 

 Countermeasure of this issue could be MD5 (Message Digest) checksum. For that 
your application should have MD5 checksum. Check system files through MD5 checksum 
from your machine and also check from the Microsoft page using MD5, then you come to 
know that the file has  been changed or not. 
 
What the impact of this vulnerability 

 One biggest concern with the UNIX system could be possibility that some one 
will try to load a Trojan on the system in order to gain authentication information by 
replacing the telnet server with one of his own creation. Attacker could record the log on 
information from every user who authenticates with system [3]. 

 
   4.1.3 Rogue Access Point 

  
Access Point (AP) 

 It is central device that is generally connected to wire network such as the Internet 
or home LAN to which various wireless clients communicate.  
 

  Rogue access point  
  It is referred to as unauthorized or unknown access points that are installed by an 
attacker in order to monitor the wireless network traffic to attain unauthorized access. It 
could be called as ' The Silent Killer'.  It is one of the extremely vital security concerns that 
could be present on your network. The issue is that rogue access points do not follow the 
rules of the wireless LAN security policies that would lead to possibility of open, 
vulnerable interface to the business network. 

 
4.1.3.1 Types of rogue access point  

Following are some types of rogue access points.  
 
Employee Installed Rogue Access Points  

   For the convenience of Wireless home networking some employees connect cheap 
Small Office Home Office (SOHO) grade access points to shared LAN. The cheap and 
unintended AP may not follow standard procedures thus compromising security on the 
wireless and wired network. Then it could be possible to connect such unauthorized AP s to 
retrieve confidential data, attack company assets etc.  
 
Mi s-Configured Rogue Access Points  

   It is possible that sometimes a valid access point could unexpectedly turn into a 
rogue device due to a small configuration flaw. Like change in Service Set Identifier 
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(SSID), authentication settings, encryption settings etc., should be configured appropriately 
otherwise it could enable unauthorized associations. If an AP doesn't validate to client 
appropriately due to a configuration flaw, an attacker can send lot of requests, overflow the 
AP�s client-association-table, and make it reject access to other clients.    
 
 

Rogue Access Points from Neighbour WLAN  
  Clients select the best possible AP automatically and attach with them and 802.11  
Formal clients of one organization can attach to Access points from the neighboring 
organization. Like WinXp, though the neighbours AP s have not intentionally lured the 
client, these associations can expose data.  
 
Rogue Access Point That Don�t Adhere To Corporate Policies  
  Polices could be set that on which basis an authorized AP. The main idea is MAC 
addressed based filtering. A list of pre-configure authorized devices MAC and 
identification of any other device outside the MAC list will consider as presence of a rogue 
device. Enterprises can put several policies including SSID, Radio Media Type, and 
Channel. Whenever a new access point is identified which lie outside of the configured 
authorized list network, it can be assumed to be a rogue AP   

 
Rogue Access Points Operated By Attackers  
  In this type attack tools can play a vital role for making easy task of the attacker. 
Attackers can deploy access points with the same ESSID as the legal access point. Clients 
receiving stronger signal from the attacker operated AP would then attract legal clients to 
associate with it. Using a wireless enabled laptop and couple of tools an attacker can 
successfully interrupt wireless service in networks. [15].  

 
4.1.3.2 Rogue access point detection  
 Rogue access point can be discovered through two steps. First is identification of the 

access point in the network and then observe that whether it is rogue or not.  
   Identification of Access Point  

 Following down are some general approaches for determining access points.  
• RF scanning  
• AP scanning  
• Using wired side inputs  

Radio Frequency Scanning  
   This method is mostly vendors used. It performs only packet capture and analysis 
will be connected to all over the wired network. These sensors rapidly discover any wireless 
device working in that region and can alert the WLAN administrator by scanning all the 
radio frequency channels for connections with any and all access points within the range. 
But the draws back of this approach is that  

# RF scanning is limited in range.  
# It detects only the presence of the device but doesn�t correlate with access to your 

network.  
AP Scanning  

  Some access point suppliers provide this functionality of detecting neighboring access 
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points. If you install such access points in your WLAN it will automatically identify AP�s 
working close it. Scanning of neighboring access point through this technique also exists in 
limited range.  
 

   Wire side inputs  
 It is also a common approach to figure out access points. Most access point�s detecting 
software use this approach. These software apply different protocols to find out devices 
connected in the LAN, including SNMP, Telnet, CDP (Cisco discover protocol. Specific for 
Cisco devices) this technique is very dependable and can identify access point anyplace in 
the LAN irrespective of its physical location. It not only figures out the access point but also 
consistently monitor it for physical condition and availability. 

  Draw back of this approach: 
   Access point which doesn�t supports the protocols like SNMP/Telnet will be ignored by the 

software. [15]  
 

4.1.3.3 Identify whether identified access point is rogue or not  
  If the access point have identified, the next element will be to check whether it is rogue or 

not. Rogue access point could be detected through pre-configured authorized list of AP�s. If 
any newly AP is identified that lie outside of the authorized list considered it as a rogue 
access point. There are few ways through authorized list could be populated.  

 
$ Authorized MAC  
$ Authorized SSID  
$ Authorized Vendor  
$ Authorized Media Type  
$ Authorized Channel [15] 

Authorized MAC:  
  Mention the MAC address of authorized access point in the network. This 
facilitates the rogue access software to alert the WLAN administrator whenever access point 
with different MAC address identified.  
 
Authorized SSID (service set identifier):  
  It is a unique identifier attached to the header of the packets transmitted over a 
WLAN. All access points and all devices attempting to connect to WLAN must use the same 
SSID. This SSID could be stored in the rogue detection tool so that it alerts WLAN 
administrators whenever an AP with a different SSID is identified.  
 
Authorized Vendor: 
 This assists the rogue access software to alert the WLAN administrator whenever access 
point from a vendor other than the one standardized is discovered.  
 
Authorized Radio Media Type:  
  This also assists the rogue access software to alert the WLAN administrator 
whenever access point with different radio media type is discovered.  
 
Authorized Channel: 
   It is possible that sometimes enterprises want their access points to operate on select 
channels. This facilitates the rogue access software to alert the WLAN administrator 
whenever access point in a different channel is discovered [15].  
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                 Figure 2 [15] 
Figure 2 shows each office performs WLAN functions in order to analyze and block 
rogue devices using radio frequency sensors in remote network management. 
 
4.1.3.4 Rogue access point blocking  
 After detecting the rogue access point the next step is to block it through different 
ways. Start a Denial-of-service (Do S) attack on the rogue AP to make it deny wireless 
service to any new client. Pull it out of the network, manually blocking the switch port to 
which the AP is connected.  
 
Launch a Denial-of- service (DO S) attack on the rogue  
 This method mostly wireless IDS vendors used. After detecting rogue AP is 
identified the WLAN administrator may use the sensor to launch a DOS attack by 
flooding with useless traffic.  
 
Put it out of the network  
 In this way administrator can walk to the rogue access point and manually pull it 
out from the LAN. It could be an excited employee who may deploy access point for 
wireless communication.  
 
Blocking the switch port  
 This is an efficient approach for blocking rogue AP. After AP is identified 
detection tool will look for rogue AP�s MAC address in all switches connected over the 
LAN. The port at which the MAC address is connected can be blocked for any kind of 
LAN traffic. This would prevent the clients connected to AP from dropping the 
connection and get associated to nearest AP [15].  
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4.1.4 Back door 
 It is a process of by passing authentication or gaining remote access to a computer. 
It attempts to stay hidden during assessment. Back door programs are designed to allow 
someone else to access files on your computer. Some back door can access your computer 
even if you are using protected software. Back door is used to download confidential data, 
execute malicious code and destroy data. Mostly it occurs at the safe place. There are 
certain locations from where we can detect it. 
 
4.1.4.1 Where back doors are planted 
 
Startup Folders 
 Any program copied in the startup folder under start menu\programs\startup will 
execute at the machine boot time. Also, any program copied to startup folder will launch 
code at start up no matter who is logged. 
 
Startup Registry Keys 
 Normally when the back door is run, it executes following actions. 
�[TROJAN FILE NAME]� = �[PATH TO TROJAN]� Add the values in the startup 
registries so that every time when the system boots up back door also run. There are some 
registry keys which executables at the system startup time for examples. 
HKLM\Softawre\Microsoft\Windows\CurrentVersion\Run  
Values specified by these keys will run at system startup time. Also some registry keys 
that will execute when you attempt to run any program that has an exe file extensions  
HKEY_CLASSES_ROOT\exefile\shell\open\command. 
In order to catch the back door startup registries Key values have to be tested. We have to 
match values with the malicious signatures. If they match we can find the back door. 
Second thing we also have to check permissions of the keys are set appropriately whether 
some inappropriate accounts has access to write the keys. Then intruder can easily place 
malicious code in the registry values.  
 
Using Browser startup Page to Download Code 
 Attacker can use a web browser startup page to launch executable code.  Like  
ILOVEYOU worm particularly altered Internet Explorer�s start page setting to point to a 
web page that downloads a binary called win_bugsfix.exe. Its selected among four 
different URLs of this general form.  
http:// www.skyinet.net/ ~ {variable}/{long_string_of_gibberish}/WIN_BUGSFIX.exe. 
This URL was written to the registry key HKCU Internet explorer startup page. So 
browser startup page should be tested whether there is any malicious code that leads to 
another web page [2].  
 

 
4.1.5 Event Log Scan\Monitoring 
   Many organizations wrongly suppose that unauthorized access come from the 
external hands. But basically it appears from the internal interfaces against which a firewall 
offers no protection. So it needs to be avoided from internal user who could try to escalate 
the privileges and modify the security settings.  In order to check out for higher security 
events happening on your machine, like which users are logged on your machine, failed 
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login attempts, access confidential files on your machine, changes security auditing policies 
to your system we have to use this monitoring system[13]. It acts as a host based intrusion 
detection system by analyzing security events in real time. Through this way intruders could 
be identified without having network based intrusion detection on the system. It monitors for 
critical security events network-wide-detect attacks and malicious network users. Besides 
analyzing security event logs, it can also analyze application, system and other event logs as 
well. You need not to be event log guru. When any intrusion or key events occur it will send 
you an alert either by email, SMS.  
 It will install ActiveX control on your system and analyze the entire occurrence on your 
system in security log. At the end it will show you report of the different level of critical, 
high and medium security events. To monitor your event logs effectively, you need an 
automated way to backup and clear the event logs network-wide. 

 
4.1.6 Testing security applications 

       Virus is a self-replicating piece of code that attaches itself to other programs and 
usually requires human interaction to propagate. It spreads easily through floppy disks, 
email, or programs downloaded from the Internet. In order to avoid from malicious sources 
like viruses, trojans we have to test the security policy of security programs. 

 
Test the security policy 

         Scanning box should test over the client PC whether some type of security 
applications like Antivirus, Firewall, and Ad-aware is installed or not. if it is not then alerts 
the system to install missing security applications but if it is on the system then test for the 
latest anti virus version and operating system security updates with latest security definitions 
are installed otherwise the system would be vulnerable 

 Different security application settings could be checked remotely through registries that      
whether their real scanning features are enabled as well as we can test version and latest 
definitions are installed by comparing between current security application signatures with 
vendor home page updates signatures. If they don�t match we can alert the client that installs 
update definitions. 

 
4.1.7 Key registry entries 

   Key registry is very important source to check the security loop holes over the 
client PC. The PC boot time services which are present in the registries execute. In order to 
test whether at the startup services involve  

o Perfect key loggers 
o Trojans, Back doors 
o Unsigned active x controls enable 
o Active scripting enable 
o Java permission disable 

We have to check these dangerous services as well as security settings of the browsers 
whether it does exist in the registries then it should alert the client. Even valid programs that 
provide remote access into a machine can end up being a back door that a potential hacker 
can utilize it in order to attain access. Through these dangerous services any body could be 
able to see your secret information which you have been visited and submit key information 
like password. If these services remain in your PC it would be real threat for your system. 
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Key registry entries could be checked in the startup files and startup files could be 
determined depending on the version of the operating system For example: In Solaris, the 
startup files are found in /etc/ rc2.d. For Linux, the startup files can be found in /etc/ rc. d/ 
rc2.d. In Windows the startup folders under start menu\programs\startup. 

 
4.1.8 Scanning for Missing Security Patches and service Packs 

   Box should test for missing security patches of the operating system or a particular 
product in order to make the system secure.  It�s important to regularly check the security 
packs as well. Otherwise the system would be deprived from important functionalities. 
Missing security patches could be tested by comparing the system file signatures with the 
vendor�s homepage latest security patches signatures if they do not match we can say that 
security patches are missing but if they match we can say that security patch has been 
installed. 
In Solaris, current patches revision level can be found by using the command showrev �p 

    This will show you information about the current patches. If it�s not installed then ideally 
better to install the current latest patches before connecting with internet. You can do this by 
saving patches to another (already patched) system and transfer them to new system through 
secure means. For downloading the most current patches go to http://sunsolve.sun.com/pub-
cgi/show.pl?target=patches/patch-license&nav=pub-patches and accept the license 
agreement. Use the unzip command to decompress the patch cluster. After downloading and 
rebooting showrev �p should show you the list of current latest patches applied to the 
system. 

 
4.1.9 Email security Policy Testing 

   Another important thing is to test whether the Mail program version is updated 
like on the client PC Microsoft outlook version is latest or not. Then we come to know that 
is the system vulnerable. Second thing is many email programs use the same code as web 
browsers to display HTML, vulnerabilities that affect ActiveX, Java, and Java Script are 
applicable to email as well as web pages [8]. Therefore in order to avoid this web browsers 
should also disable scripting features. 
Security settings of the Mail program might be remotely test through registries by viewing 
different secure options are enabled or not. Like  
Restricted site zones (more secure) 
Warn me when others applications try to send mail as me. 
Block images and other external content in the HTML e-mail. 

 
4.1.10 Scans for additional USB devices 
 Removable devices such as USB could be as a source of potential security risk. FBI has 
done Computer Crime Survey in 2005 that 44% of organizations have reported network 
interruption from within their organizations. Technology analyst Gartner notifies that 
transferable devices containing a USB are a serious new risk to industries. USB can not 
only install the Trojans and viruses but it may also download the sensitive data. So it�s an 
important to check consistently unauthorized or unknown USB devices and remove it. 
During monitoring we can know which USB devices are connected with the target machine 
whether they are authorized and known, another security threat might be to look out for 
USB wireless adapters as well as Blue tooth dongles which may allow users to transfer 
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unauthorized files between their workstations and personal devices such as mobiles, PDA s 
and blue tooth enabled devices [12]. I think it�s better to lock out devices such as USB ports 
on the sensitive machines. Then it prevents users from downloading information and 
disappearing with it.  It could be checked device manager whether USB devices are known 
and authorized. 

 
4.1.11 Users and groups 
 These options specify all the local users and groups available on the computer. 
Verify the additional user accounts that are no longer being used. Check also the user 
accounts which don�t have password alert that account. You may eliminate or disable these 
accounts like Guest account, which could result in a security risk to your system [12]. First 
thing is how many groups exist in your machine and check whether their privileges are set 
appropriately. May be possible less privilege user exist in the administrator group. Rogue 
users and groups can allow back door access. Some back doors can re-establish the guest 
account and grant it administrative access. It�s important to check the details of user options 
in order to view the activity of all the accounts and the rights.  
It could be tested through auditing whether some one have less privilege group exists in the 
administrator group. And also we can check through auditing whether the Guest account 
without password exists as well as unused accounts. 

 
4.1.12 File and Directory Permissions  
 File and directory permissions handle the user�s access and processes have to files 

and directories. Appropriate permissions are significant to the security of any system. Bad 
permissions could allow any number of attacks, including the reading or writing of 
password files, sensitive files, main system32 files or the addition of hosts to the list of 
trusted remote hosts.  
If there is any remote mounted file system on the local PC, may i have write/read access to 
remote shares which is connected to my machine.  Like NetBIOS messages, which are 
based on the server message block format, which is used by DOS and windows to shares 
files and directories. Using this feature we can. 
 
! Make sure that startup folders or system files are not shared because this could 

allow the less rights users to run code on the machines. 
! Check whether the user has set the permissions of the shared folders or sharing his 

drive with users properly means protect your shares with a password otherwise 
attacker could cause a serious damage to your system. 

! Just give the application read permissions on the necessary files. 
 
For example in Linux we can test through ls �l|grep > 755 means that it will select all the 
files with permissions and compare it with 755. If any file match greater then 755 then 
call it as inappropriate file permissions and alerts the client to fix it. 
Check all of the user home directories to ensure they are not world writable. Users may 
not understand that any files with access modes greater than 755 are vulnerable. 
Inappropriate access modes can easily be detected using the command find /export/home 
-perm -755 �print, which show a listing of any files with permissions less restrictive than 
755. We also looked at tracking insecure file permission modes using the find command. 
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For understanding I take an example  
-rw-r--r--   
First character represents the file type.  If the file is a directory, then it will show you 
character d .If it is a regular file, the first character will be -. The leftmost three are owner 
permissions, the middle three are group permissions, and the rightmost three are world 
Permissions. The letter r represents read permission, the letter w represents write 
permission, and the letter x represents execute permission. 
Similarly 755 file permissions means that 111101101 owner has read write execute 
permissions because all bits on then group have read not write and execute permissions 
and world also have read not write and execute permissions. 
In general way we may test the files and directory permissions by using following 
functions  
For example 
file_readable_ok( FILENAME [, NAME ] ) 
Ok if the file exists and is readable, not ok if the file does not exist or is not readable. 
file_not_readable_ok( FILENAME [, NAME ] ) 
Ok if the file exists and is not readable, not ok if the file does not exist or is readable. 
file_writeable_ok( FILENAME [, NAME ] ) 
Ok if the file exists and is writeable, not ok if the file does not exist or is not writeable. 
file_not_writeable_ok( FILENAME [, NAME ] ) 
Ok if the file exists and is not writeable, not ok if the file does not exist or is writeable 
[11]. 
 
4.1.13 Vulnerabilities in browsers 
 Web browsers like Internet Explorer, Mozilla Fire fox, are installed on almost all 
computers because web browsers are used regularly in order to view web pages. It�s so 
much important to build up them securely. Mostly web browsers that are built in the 
operating system are more vulnerable. It is a low cost way to attain access on client side 
through exploiting numerous vulnerabilities in web browsers. Here is some common 
vulnerability in web browsers that tends to be utilized. 
 
4.1.14 Active x controls threats and risks  

  One problem with using ActiveX in a web browser is that it significantly enhances 
attack ability of the system. ActiveX is a strong and, therefore, potentially vulnerable 
technology. Untrustworthy active X controls possibly able to do(like executing spy ware, 
stealing personal sensitive information, connecting with other computers and damage the 
system as well). Some of the security threats of active X are following below. 

 
Importing and installing controls  

•   Problem with any signature format (signature on Active X control) is that valid 
controls can come from untrusted sources, and invalid controls can come from 
trusted sources. 

•   If an ActiveX control has been signed by a responsible community, the signed 
control is accessible to attackers. If vulnerability found in a signed ActiveX 
control attackers possibly use the trust relationship between the victim and the 
signer to introduce the vulnerable control and can remotely available software 
with known vulnerabilities onto a system if they can encourage the victim to trust 
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a responsible community [9].  
 
 A german research community Chaos Computer Club (CCC) has been collected and 
circulated a series of extremely Malicious ActiveX controls. They are unknown means its 
default settings in place. Internet Explorer will notify the user that they are not to be 
trusted. But if the Internet explorer settings are set Low security or any one agree to 
download and run the controls despite of the warnings, are dangerous to attack by this 
means [13]. 
 
4.1.15 Security policy for active X controls 
 There should be a list of malicious and unsigned active X controls. When you try 
to download it browser prompt you that it�s not belong to trustworthy and could be 
vulnerable. The major trouble with the ActiveX security model is that it is hard to 
discover a control that has taken some smart action, like silently transferring confidential 
information from client's computer to a server on the Internet, seeding the LAN with a 
virus. This kind of act possibly gets away completely or at least for a long period of time 
even if the action is detected instantly.  
Unsigned active x controls could be checked remotely in the registry whether these 
unknown active x are enabled. If it is then alerts the client to fix it. 
 
4.1.16 How do malicious web scripts get to my web browser  
 In some ways browsers could be exposing to malicious web pages for example: 

# Links from untrustworthy web pages, news groups and email messages.  
# On untrusted sites by means of interactive forms. 
# By viewing dynamically generated pages that contain content developed by 

anyone but yourself [14] 
 Through malicious scripts intruder may gain sensitive information like password 
stealing etc. It can also become source for digging up information about the restricted 
parts the company�s local network. It is possibility that a malicious script downloads and 
installs arbitrary software on the computer as well as modifies the form of the browsers. 
 
Countermeasure 
 In order to circumvent from this issue we have to turnoff all the scripting 
languages. Even sometimes after disabling scripting, attackers can control over the form 
of content provided by a legal site by embedding html tags. Malicious use of the FORM 
tag is not prevented even after disabling scripting languages [14]. 
 
4.1.17 Java Scripting  
  It is one of the web scripts such as vb script and may be the well known as well. 
Right now it is used on almost every web site because user wants functionality and it�s 
easy to integrate. But the shortcoming is that hacker could utilized it for own purposes. 
Such as a famous attack is relies on java script involves redirecting users from a legal web 
site to a malicious one that may download viruses or collect confidential information [16]. 
Java scripting is not always dangerous but could be proved as tools for attacker. 
We can test java scripting from the scanning box remotely by using the client PC registry. 
So if you want to add security then you have to limit the features as well. 
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4.1.18 Testing the version of the browser  
 It�s important to scan remotely version number of the browser of the client PC. If 
it is old version then your system would be vulnerable and alerts the client to install the 
latest version because latest version tries to provide you maximum security.  
Browser version could be checked in the settings through the system registry. 
 
4.1.19 Web browser security settings  
 
Cookies  
 Whenever we use the Internet, general information about the computer during 
browsing may be stored. Such as computer name, visited web sites domain names etc. 
 You have option to disable, restrict, or allow cookies as appropriate. Normally, it is best 
to disable cookies and enable for trusted web sites. In order to make sure security that 
untrusted sites are not retrieving confidential information about you without your 
awareness we have to adjust privacy and security settings to block or limit cookies in the 
web browsers. Following things could be tested. 

o Permit cookies only to those which are trusted web sites, block or limit cookies    
from a third-party.  

o But if you are browsing public computer you must make sure that cookies are 
disabled so that from the outside nobody can attain sensitive information [16]. 

 
4.1.20 Plug-ins  
 It is software which is often used in the browsers for installing extra functionality 
such as active x controls and java script etc. it may also be utilized for attacks. We should 
make sure before installing whether they are necessary and the site from which you have 
to download them is trustworthy.   
 
4.1.21 Hidden file extensions 
 There is an option in the window to hide the file extension. By default that option 
is enabled. Client may turn off this option in order to view the file extensions. There is 
several email viruses are known to utilize hidden file extensions. One of the main attacks 
through hidden file extension was VBS/LoveLetter worm which consists of email 
attachment LOVE-LETTER-FOR-YOU.TXT.vbs. others examples are listed below 
 
 Downloader (MySis.avi.exe or QuickFlick.mpg.exe)  

 VBS/Timofonica (TIMOFONICA.TXT.vbs)  
 VBS/CoolNote (COOL_NOTEPAD_DEMO.TXT.vbs)  

 VBS/OnTheFly (AnnaKournikova.jpg.vbs) 
  

viruses sent through email messages may look safe .txt, .mpg, .avi other file types when 
in fact the file is a malicious script or executable (.vbs or .exe, for example)[13] 
Problem 
 Window hidden file extension includes .PIF, .SHS, .LNK,  .DESKLINK, .URL, 
and .MAPIMAIL. If user use of the above extension he will not able to describe precisely 
what the extension is. It is an important concern when most of these hidden extensions 
contain executable code. 
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Countermeasure 
 In the Windows Registry, under the key HKEY_CLASSES_ROOT\ShellScrap 
there is a value called NeverShowExt which causes this activity. Its presence compels 
Windows, to hide the file extension regardless of other settings. A registry search of the 
Value fields for NeverShowExt will show all file types that have been registered 
invisible. Scanning box can check this issue remotely in the registry whether 
NeverShowExt has enabled. If it�s enabled then alerts the client to turn off this option [8]. 

4.1.22 Banner Grabbing 
 Actually it�s a source of information leakage. I can say that banner grabbing is 
connecting with remote applications and observing the output like operating system 
identification, vulnerable versions, and hidden services. It is informative to the remote 
attackers which can be exploited in order to overcome the target host. 
 
 Banner grabbing countermeasure 
  The best defence against banner grabbing is to shut down unnecessary services. 
Some software will allow you to change the banner of the services like HTTP, FTP. If it 
is possible then it�s better to change the services. Audit yourself regularly with port scans 
and net cat connects to active ports to make sure that you�re not giving inappropriate 
information to the attackers. 
 
4.1.23 Additional security Features 
 
Check security auditing enabled 
 Device should check winNT/XP/2000 machine has enabled system auditing. 
Otherwise it alerts you to enable auditing remotely. It allows you to capture the intruder at 
real time. Security event auditing is highly recommended.  
 
Patching support for multilingual operating systems 

Mostly user prefers to deploy the operating system of own language. They need to 
install the patches of their own language For that box should have this feature to supports 
detection of missing Microsoft security patches and their deployment on both the English 
and non English windows operating systems. Otherwise a system could be vulnerable if a 
client doesn�t know the English then how he can know that it is security patch [12]. 
Black List Applications 

Users some applications don't want to install and consider it as unauthorized or 
malicious kind of software. Client can specify the black list programs that he wants to 
associate with high vulnerability alert. Otherwise any time user unintentionally utilizes 
the same vulnerable application and face harmful results. 
 
4.1.24 Malicious Software Programs 
 One of the best ways to check the malicious program remotely through registries 
that if the vendor of the program is unknown consider it as malicious on other hand if the 
program is installed from known vendor then considers it as authorized. But on the other 
hand it might also have possibility a Chat logger installed on your PC without the 
knowledge of user. 
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4.1.25 Unknown Processes 
 There are lots of processes run on the windows 2000 systems. Some of them are 
easy to discover and some may not. We can see the running processes by examining the 
Task manager, to see if there is any unknown processes are running.  
A good example of it is CMD processes. The CMD process is command prompt or DOS 
Window. If it is running, you should be able to see a window on the screen. In certain 
cases, intruder will cause a CMD process to start in order to perform other operations on 
the system [6]. This is obvious indication that something unusual is happening on the 
system. Unknown processes could be tested through registries to make sure that all 
processes are known. 
 
4.1.26 Restricting Remote Registry Access 
 Registries could be accessed through tool like Regedit in order to read and edit 
value of the particular registry. It could be done over the LAN (within home 
environment).over the Internet. To check this ability, follow these steps: 
Go to \HKEY_ LOCAL_ MACHINE\System\CurrentControlSet\Control 
SecurePipeServers\WinReg. 
 
Use Regedit32 to set the permissions on WinReg. The permissions should be full control 
to Administrators and System, Read to Everyone [6]. 
Security permissions set on this key should check that only appropriate users or groups 
can connect to the system for remote registry access. By default only administrators and 
Backup Operators have network access to the registry. 
 
2.1.27 NetBIOS names 

NetBIOS is enabled by default on windows. Using NetBIOS attacker can gain 
sensitive information about the services installed on the computer. We can know remote 
host name as well as group name and domain name by using wildcard request. It also 
shows you the MAC address. It is highly vulnerable. NetBIOS should be turned off any 
system that will be accessed from the internet. In order to do this you have to go control 
panel select option network then services and click on the NetBIOS interface and remove 
it [6]. Or the solution could be blocking the ports from the outside communication. 
  

4.2                                 Fundamental concepts 
 
4.2.1 What is security testing 
 Testing the system whether it meets the specified security goal or not. Security 
testing is simply the process of locating and reporting vulnerabilities using some security 
features. It provides you with a way to detect and resolve security problems before 
someone or something can exploit them. The preferred method of monitoring the security 
of vital systems performed through the host assessment tools [5].  
 

 4.2.2   What is remote security testing 
  Remote security testing is the way of testing in which installations of security soft    
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wares are not required on each system. The testing is done through another device. 
 
4.2.3 Why security testing  
           Security testing has turn into a significant factor of many organization�s security 
communications. Administrator performs an assessment in order to identify which 
systems are susceptible and then secure it through patch installation, after the fixes 
another assessment take into place and verify that the vulnerability has been actually 
solved. This process of assess, patch and re-assess is a standard way for several 
organizations to deal with their security issues. Main idea of assessment is to identify 
security issues, testing report could be as record of the systems on the network. �I 
strongly recommend that perform a vulnerability assessment against any new system 
before deploying it� [5]. 
 
4.2.4 Host Assessment 
 It refers to a security testing against a single system from that system using 
specialized tool and an administrator user account. A host assessment looks for system-
level security issues like insecure file permissions, missing software patches, non 
compliant security policies and entire back doors and Trojan horse installations. This 
software can be either standalone or connected with central system on the network.  
Mostly host assessment tools are used in order to avoid to becoming the targets non 
practical home users and part time administrators for small business systems [5].  
 
4.2.5 What�s required in security testing  

Here is general overview of how security testing conducted.  
     Detecting Live systems  

  The first step of the network security testing specifies the range of the IP 
addresses. Against each address one or more probes are sent in order to detect a response. 
If a response is received then system will be place in a list of valid hosts. Like ping IP 
address if you get back response you can say that system is live. Using ARP live systems 
could also be detected. 

  
 Identifying Live Systems  

  After the node detection, many products use different types of fingerprinting    
approaches to verify what type of system is found at each address of the live system. It is 
one of the most time saving steps of hacker before breaking any system that what 
operating system running. This could be done through two ways either Active stack 
 fingerprinting or passive stack fingerprinting. 
Active stack finger printing: the most interesting and reliable OS detection method 
involves sending IP packets to the host and checking its response. 
Countermeasure: if you put a firewall in front of your machine, any OS detection program 
should report the OS of the firewall which may not be same as your actual machine 
Passive stack finger printing: in this method instead of sending packets to the target 
system, attacker passively monitors the traffic to determine the operating system. This 
method requires that you have established connection between your machine and the 
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target. Various signatures are used to identify operating system like TTL, window size and 
DF by comparing attributes with the database. 
Countermeasure:  you simply can change the default value of TTL and thus prevent 
categorization [3]. 

Enumerating Services 
 After host detection and identification, the next phase is port scan. A port scan is 

the process of determining what TCP and UDP services are open on a given system. TCP 
port scans are conducted by sending connection requests to a configured list of port numbers 
on each system. If the system responds with a message indicating that the port is open, then 
the port number is logged [5]. 
 
Identifying services on each port 
  Once the port scanning stage completes assessment tool will now try to perform 
service identification on each port. This procedure involves sending common application 
requests and analyzes the response against a set of signatures. When a signature is matched 
with application signature means a known application.  
 
Identifying applications 
  After the service detection is complete, next segment is to identify the actual 
application against each detected service. The main point of this part is to recognize the 
vendor, type and version of the each detected service. This information is important, as the 
vulnerability tests for one application can cause another application to crash. When 
application identification information is either missing or incomplete, test results will often 
include false positives means wrongly assess that there is vulnerability [5].  

 
Identifying vulnerabilities  
  Once each host has been detected, each open port has been mapped to a known 
service, and the known services have been mapped to specific applications, eventually the 
system is ready to start testing for vulnerabilities. Security issues would be detected by 
adding security features in the scanning box. 
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4.3                  Related Tools 
 
HIAB (Hacker in a Box) 
 The first public release of nessus was in 2003. It is an automated internal network 
vulnerability scanner which looks for internal vulnerabilities. According to FBI and other 
research groups 50% threats are from the insiders. Insider is a big concern to the system 
due to his understanding of the organizations business and control of the network. The 
solution of it is HIAB.  Through this fast vulnerability assessment tool you will achieve 
help to protect your digital assets.  It doesn�t require any training to operate and is having 
user friendly interface to operate. It downloads the latest vulnerability signatures from 
the central database, either periodically or on the demand to make sure that you are 
running your scans with latest signature definitions. HIAB signatures are complete with 
CVE signatures and Bugtraq identifications to insure you the best possible information 
and recommendation, to give you the ability to identify and fix the vulnerabilities.  
 

 
Nessus 
 The first public release of nessus was in 1998. It is free open source network 
vulnerability scanner that is designed to help identify and solve known problems before 
hacker would utilize them. It has the ability to identify the remote and local flaws of the 
hosts on your network. Whether they are running Windows, Mac OS X or UNIX like 
system. It looks for the recent security holes and updated on daily basis. Latest security 
checks can be retrieved with the command nessus-updates-plug ins [18].  
Nessus security scanner includes NASL, (Nessus Attack Scripting Language) a language 
designed to write security test easily and quickly. NASL plug ins run in a contained 
environment on top of a virtual machine, thus making nessus as extremely secure scanner. 
About the vulnerability assessment process I have mentioned in the fundamental concepts 
section. 
 
Selection of tools 
 There are several tools available for remote vulnerability testing like 
GFiLANguard network security scanner developed by GFI technologies, OUTSCAN, 
COPS, Tiger among this I have selected Nessus and HIAB because Nessus is free open 
source vulnerability testing tool, very popular among the research community and 
according to statistics it is downloaded thousand of time per day and also I wanted to 
compare this tool with some fully licensed company used product which was HIAB. 
HIAB is a tool which is much more user friendly and simple. 
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5     Experiments  

5.1 Experiment setup environment at office network 
 
 This experiment was conducted in a laboratory with five Pentium-IV 2.8GHZ. An 
environment was created with setting up these five PC�s with different operating systems 
(including Windows XP, SUSE, and Debian) in a network all connected together through 
a switch. HIAB (Hacker in a Box) which is also called as the scanning box was 
configured with the details of the five PC�s IP addresses. After setting up this network 
transactions were made between these systems with the help of internet and File transfers 
among these PC�s. Using HIAB we scan through the network computers to look for 
vulnerabilities within these PC�s. As scanning progresses HIAB provides the vulnerability 
report (automated generated report) once it detects any vulnerability. 
 

5.2 Purpose of the experiment 
The main intention of the experiment is to verify the risk factor of the security 

issues using the remote vulnerability assessment tool of 5 hosts in the company. The 
main focus was to monitor the network in such a way to find out the different security 
issues which are common, more vulnerable and iterative in nature. By performing this 
experiment any user would know what vulnerabilities he has to scan regularly. 

5.3 How did you go about doing the experiment HIAB 
What is HIAB (Hacker in a box) 

HIAB is an automated internal network vulnerability assessment tool which will 
assists to consistently monitor the system for all known vendor and security 
vulnerabilities. 

5.4 How to configure HIAB software  
  After logging in as an administrator select the option of HIAB from the tool and 
have to schedule and added 5 hosts with different operating systems and add their IP 
addresses manually in order to monitor. And selected the option of generating the 
scanning report on a weekly basis in a PDF format. 
 

Overall architecture of the experiment 
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Figure 3 

 

5.5 Results of experiment 
 
 After the experiment HIAB provided a widespread report. Some sample results are 
mentioned below. This is standardized testing report generated by the software �HIAB� 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
---------------- 
Name: Using NetBIOS to retrieve information from a Windows host 
Port: 137 
Level: Info 
Risk factor: 
Family: Windows 
Description: The NetBIOS port is open (UDP: 137). A remote attacker may use this to 
gain access to sensitive information such as computer name, work group/domain name, 
currently logged on user name, etc. 
Risk factor: High 
Solution: Block those ports from outside communication 
Information: 192.168.200.13 - 2006-04-26 13:14 
Synopsis: 
It is possible to obtain the network name of the remote host. 
Description: 
The remote host listens on UDP port 137 and replies to NetBIOS nbtscan requests. By 
sending a wildcard request it is possible to obtain the name of the remote system and the 
name of its domain. 
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Risk factor: 
None 
Plugin output: 
The following 6 NetBIOS names have been gathered: 
PRIVACY = Computer name 
WORKGROUP = Workgroup / Domain name 
PRIVACY = File Server Service 
WORKGROUP = Browser Service Elections 
WORKGROUP = Master Browser 
__MSBROWSE__ = Master Browser 
The remote host has the following MAC address on its adapter: 
00:0b: db: 72:7e: ad 
CVE: CVE-1999-0621 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
-------------           
    
Name: SMB shares access 
Port: 445 
Level: Hole 
Risk factor: 
Family: Windows 
Description: This feature checks if we can access various NetBIOS shares. The remote 
has one or many Windows shares that can be accessed through the Network with the 
given credentials. Depending on the share rights, it may allow an attacker to read/write 
confidential data. 
Solution: Protect your network shares with a password. To restrict access under 
Windows, open the explorer, do a right click on each shares, go to the 'sharing' tab, and 
click on 'permissions' 
Information: 192.168.200.13 - 2006-04-26 13:14 
Synopsis: 
It is possible to access a network share. 
Description: 
The remote has one or many Windows shares that can be accessed through the Network. 
Depending on the share rights, it may allow an attacker to read/write confidential data. 
Solution: 
To restrict access under Windows, open the explorer, do a right click on each shares, go 
to the 'sharing' tab, and click on 'permissions' 
Risk factor: 
High / CVSS Base Score: 7 
(AV:R/AC:L/Au:NR/C:P/A:P/I:P/B:N) 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
--- 
 
Name: SMB accessible registry 
Port: 445 
Level:  
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Risk factor: 
Family: Windows 
Description: It was possible to access the remote Windows Registry using the login 
/ password combination used for the Windows local checks (SMB tests). 
Risk factor:  
Solution: Install latest service pack if not done already, and set the key 
HKLM\SYSTEM\CurrentControlSet\Control\SecurePipeServers\Winreg to restrict what 
can be browsed by non administrators. In addition to this, you should consider filtering 
incoming packets to this port. 
Information: 192.168.200.13 - 2006-04-26 13:14 
Synopsis: 
Access the remote Windows Registry. 
Description: 
It was possible to access the remote Windows Registry using the login / password 
combination used for the Windows local checks (SMB tests). 
Risk factor: 
Hosts: 192.168.200.13 - 2006-04-26 13:14 
 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
5.6 Discussion on experiment results 
 
The generated report was having the following outline. I would generally describe the 
report type and the different components of the scanning report which is automatically 
generated. The explanation of the report is as follows 
 
Name: name of the vulnerability 
 
Port: the port at which the scanning tool has found the vulnerability. This part of the 
report contains information on how many services have open ports on your computer 
 
Risk factor:  there are three risk factors Low, Medium, High.  
High:  types of threats should be addressed first and are typically easy to exploit. These 
security threats can compromise the integrity of your data. It can be used for denial of 
service attack. 
Medium: Security threats which can open your system(s) to unauthorized access or 
expose your data are considered medium risk. 
Low: This level of security threats is used for problems that typically cannot be used 
independently to gain unauthorized access to your data or compromise your system(s). 
 
Level: represents hole which means information leakage from your system like 
Usernames, Passwords, Software versions and how many enumerations HIAB has found.  
 
Description:  what could be the impact of the attacker over the system. 
 
Solution: gives you the countermeasure of the vulnerability by the software. This is 
standard solution which is provided by the Vendors. 
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Information: gives the trace of the scanned vulnerability (which destination was affected) 
 
Synopsis:  it is short summary of the vulnerability. 
 
After completing the experiment and analyzing the automatic generated scanning reports 
from the security testing tool �HIAB� the results were surprising for me, some of the most 
susceptible areas which myself as a users and some inexperienced administrators would 
have overlooked the issues which would have been a piece of cake for the hackers to get 
most confidential information. A few of those found in the system are �HIGH� risk 
factors: 
 
Using NetBIOS hacker could gain access to remote host details such as computer name, 
work group and current users logged in and also MAC addresses. 
Solution: Block those ports from outside communication. 
 
SMB share access: (Server Message Block) the hacker would get all the unsecured 
NetBIOS shares with which the hacker could exploit and get access to the confidential 
data. 
Solution: Protect your network shares with a password. 
 
If the hacker has access to the remote registry then he could easily modify the security 
settings and could introduce malicious code in the registry values.  Mostly hackers try to 
attack through this issue. 
Solution: In order to avoid this problem check the permissions of the remote registries 
access and also set the above mentioned key to restrict the access. 
 
The result of the experiment by examining the different risk factors of all the discovered 
vulnerabilities. I recommend the users to be aware of the most vulnerable issues like 
remote access registries SMB login SMB shares access, and NetBIOS consistently scan 
the network for vulnerability by using an appropriate tool like HIAB, OUTSCAN etc. 
By examining the report it was very helpful for me in order to secure the various 
vulnerabilities that I had overlooked during setting up a network environment. I also hope 
that this document would provide insight on the various aspects that as an individual 
responsible for a network should always be concerned about in order to make the network 
more secure. The focus of the experiment is to know about the most vulnerable issues, I 
have found the result of the experiment by examining the risk factors of all the discovered 
vulnerabilities. 

5.7 Experiment environment at home  
The second experiment was conducted from home using the remote software Nessus 
[10]. For performing this experiment the PC of 2.8GHZ with 256MB RAM configuration 
with the Windows XP operating system. While running the scan wizard different security 
issues were picked-up. The report was generated after scanning was complete and i have 
founded some vulnerability.  
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5.8 How to configure Nessus software 
 After logging in as an administrator I was keenly interested in looking for some of 
the security issues for the client PC which I wanted to monitor. After selecting the 
options I have added an IP address manually in the target range field in order to view the 
testing report of the system. 

5.9 Result of the experiment 
 The result of this experiment also shows that NETBIOS shares, SMB shares, SMB 
login and remote accessible registries are the vulnerabilities whose impact is severe then 
rest of the vulnerabilities. Testing report is shown in appendix.  
As a result from the both experiments it is clearly shown that we have to consistently 
monitor the above mentioned security issues. 

Common vulnerability Scorning System (CVSS) 
 It is an emerging standard rating system for vulnerability scoring. It is a process 
for evaluating vulnerabilities using common approaches by National Infrastructure 
Advisory Council (NIAC). There is critical to the organizations appropriately prioritize 
security vulnerabilities.  
  
Metrics+ Formulas= Score 
 

Score lie [0-9]. Risk factor will be Low if score lie between [0-4], Medium [5-6] 
and High if score lie [8-9]. If you want further information go to website. 
http://www.first.org/cvss/cvss-guide.html 
 
A metrics is a Characteristic of a vulnerability that can be quantitatively or qualitatively 
calculated [17]. 
CVSS is structured as a modular system consists of three distinct groups.  

• Base Metrics 
It contains most fundamental qualities of vulnerability. Once vendor set, doesn't change. 

• Temporal Metrics 
  A temporal group contains the characteristics of vulnerability that are 
time-dependent and change as the vulnerability ages. 

• Environmental Metrics 
  It contains the characteristics of vulnerabilities that are tied to 
implementation and environment. Each of these groups together related qualities that 
capture certain characteristics of vulnerability.  Each of these qualities or metrics has a 
specific way of being calculated as well as each group has a unique formula for 
combining and weighing each metric.  
 
 
Figure 4[17]   Simple way to understand the process 
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Scoring and formulas 
 Scoring is the process of combining all the metric values according to specific 
formula. Base scoring: is calculated by the vendor. It�s calculated from the 
confidentiality, integrity and  availability. It is foundation which is modified by the 
Temporal and Environmental metrics. The base score has the largest bearing on the final 
score and represents vulnerability severity. Temporal scoring: It is also calculated by the 
vendor and modifies the score of the base. The temporal score represents vulnerability 
urgency at specific points in time. Environmental Scoring: It is calculated by end-user 
organizations and adjusts combined base-temporal score. It should be measured the final 
score and presents a snapshot in time [17]. 
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6    Analysis      
 

6.1 Evaluating Criteria 
 

   Technically generated results have been compared based on the risk 
factors of the vulnerabilities which are high, medium and low. Each vulnerability may 
have one of the risk factor. There are many standards available for rating those risk 
factors. HIAB have used the CVSS (common vulnerability scoring system) because 
mostly vendors used this approach which customers easily understand and take 
advantage. The CVSS model is designed to provide the end user with an overall 
composite score representing the severity and risk of a vulnerability. 

6.2 Comparison of Results 
          
 
S.NO FEATURES HIAB NESSUS 
1 Report generation Standardized format 

 
Simple format 

2 Automated 
vulnerability 
assessment 

Rapidly 
 

Slower 
 

3 Multiple Report 
Types 

User selectivity for 
report generation. 
Provides report for 
manager, technician 
and chief (non 
technical staff). 
More selectivity 
options (Overview, 
Executed list, 
Technical Report and 
also a Trend Report. 
 

There is no option 
for user selectivity 
report generation. 

4 Multiple Report 
Formats 

The security report 
may be saved into 
multiple formats 
(XML, XLS,HTML, 
and PDF) 

Provides graphical 
HTML, PDF and 
text summary 
format. 
 

5 Type Internal vulnerability 
network 
scanner(available 
only by licensed 
version) 

Free open source 
vulnerability 
scanner 
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6 Large network 
utilization 

HIAB can be placed 
in various locations 
in a master slave 
fashion. 

Not available 

7 Multiple services Scans the services 
based on the port 
numbers. It will test 
all ports what ever 
services running on 
it. 

If a host runs the 
same service twice 
or more, Nessus 
will test all of 
them. 

8 Bandwidth selection User can select the 
bandwidth within a 
network which he 
wants to scan. 

No option for 
selecting the 
bandwidth. 

 
  
 
 
According to my understanding the basic functionality and of the tools are same but 
HIAB has more features as compared to Nessus. HIAB is much more user friendly, easy 
to use tool which would be useful in any security testing. 
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7    Conclusion 
 
 This dissertation provides comprehensive guide in order to monitor the security 
issues associated with any client PC through the scanning box. So that the client PC could 
be made as secure as possible. Various security features, detection mechanism, security 
settings and configuration have been elaborated.  
 
As both of my experiment�s results have shown several security issues associated with 
typical client PC, using security assessment tools but some vulnerabilities have �HIGH 
RISK� factor and are more severe. These include Remote accessible registry, NetBIOS 
shares, SMB login and SMB shares access which should be addressed in any of the 
security plans. Most of the security loopholes in a system are due to these vulnerabilities 
along with other security issues.  
HIAB is licensed software and the full features can be used only by its paid version, but 
Nessus is an open source and work is still being done on improvement of its features. 
People/Companies who want to use the full fledged features of this vulnerability 
assessment tools they would definitely go forward for HIAB because it has more options 
which the organizations or individual can utilize. In the end I would suggest that users 
should monitor the system using (HIAB) different security testing tools particularly above 
mentioned security issues so that optimized level of security is achieved. By using these 
tools threat of hacking is dramatically reduced. 
 

8   Future works 
  
 In the future work, prevention of viruses and unauthorized software by controlling 
all end point connectable devices such as USB devices, wireless cards, PDAs, iPods and 
cameras could be tested from the remote assessment tools. So that we can know any 
unauthorized device is attached.  
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   Glossary 
 
 VPN    Virtual Private Network, way of public communication. Such as   
  internet to provide remote offices with secure access to their   
  organization�s network.  
 
 MD5 Message Digest 5, is secure hash algorithm with 128 bit hash value 
  Infinite length passwords, much larger key space and exportable. 
 
 HTML Hyper Text Markup Language is a programming language which used for  
  creating web pages. 
 
 TTL    Time to Live, a field in IP that specify how many packets can travel before 
  being returned. 
 
 NetBIOS Network Basic Input/Output, a communication protocol used by   
  windows for creating and maintain connections between hosts over the  
  local area network.  
 
 IP Internet protocol 
 
 MAC   Media Access Control also called hardware address. 
  Responsible to deliver the packets on network interface 
  Level. 
 
 TCP Transmission Control Protocol; one of the protocols, which 
  computers use to communicate over the Internet. 
 
 SMB   Server Message Block is the communications protocol used by 
  Windows-based operating systems to support sharing of resources across  
 a network. 
  
 IP address it is unique identifier for a machine over the internet, range of 0-255  
 
 UDP User Datagram protocol, transmits data packets without reliability. 
 
 CRC Cyclic Redundancy Check, used to identify the integrity of data. 
 
 USB     Universal Serial Bus, an interface for communication between computer  
 and external peripherals. 
 
 Active x a Set of technologies developed by Microsoft for sharing information  
     among different applications. 
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  Appendix A,   Testing report  
 Here is detailed report of the home PC1 about the security issues. 
 
193.11.180.227|netbios-ssn (139/tcp)|11011|NOTE|An SMB server is running on this 
port;193.11.180.227|netbios-ssn (139/tcp)| 
193.11.180.227|microsoft-ds (445/tcp)|11011|NOTE|A CIFS server is running on this 
port; 193.11.180.227|microsoft-ds (445/tcp)| 
193.11.180.227|talarian-tcp (5101/tcp)| 193.11.180.227|netbios-ns (137/udp) 
|10150|INFO|The following 4 NetBIOS names  
have been gathered :; ADMU05 = This is the computer name registered for workstation 
services by a WINS client.; ADMU05 = Computer name; WORKGROUP = Workgroup / 
Domain name; WORKGROUP = Workgroup / Domain name (part of the Browser 
elections); The remote host has the following MAC address on its adapter :; 
00:0b:cd:f8:f7:4d;; 
If you do not want to allow everyone to find the NetBios  name;of your computer, you 
should filter incoming traffic to this port.; Risk factor : High; CVE : CAN-1999-0621; 
193.11.180.227|general/tcp|10201|INFO|;The remote host uses non-random IP IDs, that 
is, it is; possible to predict the next value of the ip_id field of;the ip packets sent by this 
host.;; An attacker may use this feature to determine traffic patterns; within your network.  
A few examples (not at all exhaustive) are:  
1.  A remote attacker can determine if the remote host sent a packet in reply to another 
request.  Specifically, an attacker can use your server as an unwilling participant in a 
blind port scan of another network.  
2. A remote attacker can roughly determine server requests at certain times of the day.  
For instance, if the server is sending much more traffic after business hours, the server 
may be a reverse proxy or; other remote access device.  An attacker can use this 
information to; concentrate his/her efforts on the more critical machines. 
3 remote attacker can roughly estimate the number of requests that ;a web server 
processes over a period of time.;;; Solution : Contact your vendor for a patch; Risk factor  
Low; 193.11.180.227|general/tcp|19506|NOTE|Information about this scan : ;;Nessus 
version : 2.2.7;Plugin feed version : 200605180415;Type of plugin feed : GPL 
only;Scanner IP : 193.11.180.226;Port scanner(s) : nessus_tcp_scanner ;Port range : 1-
65535;Thorough tests : yes;Experimental tests : no;Paranoia level : 1;Report Verbosity : 
1;Safe checks : yes;Max hosts : 20;Max checks : 4;Scan duration : unknown 
(ping_host.nasl not launched?);; 
 

Appendix B,   Testing report 
 Here is detailed report of the home PC2 about the security issues. 
 
timestamps|||scan_start|Thu May 18 13:13:27 2006| 
timestamps||192.168.0.3|host_start|Thu May 18 13:13:45 2006| 
results|192.168.0|192.168.0.3|loc-srv (135/tcp) 
results|192.168.0|192.168.0.3|netbios-ssn (139/tcp) 
results|192.168.0|192.168.0.3|microsoft-ds (445/tcp) 
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results|192.168.0|192.168.0.3|microsoft-ds (445/tcp)|11011|Security Note|A CIFS server 
is running on this port; 
results|192.168.0|192.168.0.3|netbios-ssn (139/tcp)|11011|Security Note|An SMB server 
is running on this port; 
results|192.168.0|192.168.0.3|netbios-ns (137/tcp)|10150|Security Note|; 
Synopsis  
It is possible to obtain the network name of the remote host. Description The remote host 
listens on udp port 137 and replies to NetBIOS nbtscan requests. By sending a wildcard 
request it is possible to obtain the name of the remote system and the name of its domain. 
Risk factor : None Plugin output . The following 4 NetBIOS names have been gathered  
AUTOPSIA = Computer name; WORKGROUP = Workgroup / Domain name; 
AUTOPSIA = File Server Service; WORKGROUP= Browser Service Elections;;The 
remote host has the following MAC address on its adapter :;   00:11:2f:09:dc:85;CVE : 
CVE-1999-0621; 
Results |192.168.0|192.168.0.3|microsoft-ds (445/tcp)|10785|Security Note|; 
Synopsis  
It is possible to obtain information about the remote operating;system. Description ;It is 
possible to get the remote operating system name and;version (Windows and/or Samba) 
by sending an authentication ;request to port 139 or 445.;;Risk factor :  
None Plugin output.  
The remote Operating System is: Windows 5.1; The remote native lan manager is: 
Windows 2000 LAN Manager; The remote SMB Domain Name is : AUTOPSIA;; 
Results |192.168.0|192.168.0.3|microsoft-ds (445/tcp) |10394|Security Note| 
Synopsis: 
It is possible to logon on the remote host. Description: The remote host is running one of 
the Microsoft Windows operating system. It was possible to logon using one of the 
following account:- NULL session;- Guest account;- Given Credentials ;See also  
http://support.microsoft.com/support/kb/articles/Q143/4/74.ASP;http://support.microsoft.
com/support/kb/articles/Q246/2/61.ASP Risk factor:  
none Plugin output :- NULL sessions are enabled on the remote host;- Remote users are 
authenticated as 'Guest' CVE  CVE-1999-0504, CVE-1999-0506, CVE-2000-0222, CVE-
1999-0505, CVE-2002-1117;BID : 494, 990, 11199; 
 
Results |192.168.0|192.168.0.3|microsoft-ds (445/tcp)|10400|Security Note|; 
Synopsis: Access the remote Windows Registry. Description: It was possible to access the 
remote Windows Registry using the login;/ password combination used for the Windows 
local checks (SMB tests).;;Risk factor :;; 
None;results|192.168.0|192.168.0.3| microsoft-ds (445/tcp)|10859|Security  
Note|; Synopsis: It is possible to obtain remote host SID. Description: By emulating the 
call to LsaQueryInformationPolicy() it was possible to obtain the host SID (Security 
Identifier).;;The host SID can then be used to get the list of local users. Risk factor : None 
Plugin output :;;The remote host SID value is :;1-5-21-1343024091-725345543-
682003330;CVE : CVE-2000-1200;BID : 959; 
results|192.168.0|192.168.0.3|microsoft-ds (445/tcp)|10428|Security  
 
Note| Nessus did not access the remote registry completely,; because this needs to be 
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logged in as administrator. If you want the permissions / values of all the sensitive; 
registry keys to be checked for, we recommend that;you fill the 'SMB Login' options in 
the;'Prefs.' section of the client by the administrator ;login name and password. Risk 
factor: None; 
results|192.168.0|192.168.0.3|general/tcp|13855|Security Note|;The SMB account used for 
this test does not have sufficient privileges to get;the list of the hotfixes installed on the 
remote host. As a result, Nessus was not able to determine the missing hotfixes on the 
remote host and most SMB checks; have been disabled. Solution : Configure the account 
you are using to get the ability to read the remote registry; 
 
results|192.168.0|192.168.0.3| microsoft-ds (445/tcp) |10860|Security Note|; Synopsis: It 
is possible to enumerate local users. Description: Using the host SID, it is possible to 
enumerates the local; users on the remote Windows system. (we only enumerated users 
;name whose ID is between 1000 and 2000 or whatever preferences;you set). Risk factor : 
None;;Plugin output :;;- Administrator account name : Administrator (id 500);- Guest 
account name : Guest (id 501);- HelpAssistant (id 1000);- HelpServicesGroup (id 1001);- 
SUPPORT_388945a0 (id 1002);- David Jacoby (id 1003);- ASPNET (id 1004);;CVE : 
CVE-2000-1200;BID : 959; 
results|192.168.0|192.168.0.3|ntp (123/udp)|10884|Security Note|;A NTP (Network Time 
Protocol) server is listening on this port.;;Risk factor : Low; 
results|192.168.0|192.168.0.3|general/tcp|11936|Security Note|The remote host is running 
Microsoft Windows XP SP2; 
results|192.168.0|192.168.0.3|microsoft-ds (445/tcp)|10395|Security Warning|;Synopsis 
:;;It is possible to enumerate remote network shares.;;Description :;;By connecting to the 
remote host using a NULL (or guest) session;Nessus was able to enumerates the network 
share names.;;Risk factor :;; 
None;;Plugin output :;;Here is the list of the SMB shares of this host : 
;;MADNESS;IPC$;D$;print$;MOVIES;DOWNLOAD;MUSIC;ADMIN$;C$;printer;; 
results|192.168.0|192.168.0.3|microsoft-ds (445/tcp)|10396|Security  
 
Hole|;Synopsis :;;It is possible to access a network share.;;Description :;;The remote has 
one or many Windows shares that can be accessed;through the Network.;Depending on 
the share rights, it may allow an attacker to ;read/write confidential data.;;Solution :;;To 
restrict access under Windows, open the explorer, do a right;click on each shares, go to 
the 'sharing' tab, and click on ;'permissions';;Risk factor :;;High / CVSS Base Score : 7  
 
;(AV:R/AC:L/Au:NR/C:P/A:P/I:P/B:N);;Plugin output :;;The following shares can be 
accessed as nessus172394947814150258711842046007 :;;- printer  - ();- MUSIC  - 
(readable);  + Content of this share :;..;;- DOWNLOAD  - (readable);  + Content of this 
share :;..;a1-moonstarr--detriot-kw.mp3;asdasd;Down.To.Hell.1997.DVDR.iNTERNAL-
RoTTeN.nfo;e-wga155120c.zip;eth0.nfo;movies;music;music-ripp;torrents;;- MOVIES  - 
(readable);  + Content of this share 
:;..;fredag1910_hela_11_20_in.rm;fredag2140_vader_10_40_in.rm;;- print$  - (readable);  
+ Content of this share :;..;color;w32x86;;- MADNESS  - (readable);  + Content of this 
share  
:;cunt_agk.log;deklaration_david;DOWNLOAD;Midsommar.2002.PAL.DVDR.iNTERN
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AL-RoTTeN.nfo;MSOCache;PRIMER.ISO;RECYCLER;robert;signature.txt;System 
Volume Information;XBOX;;;CVE : CVE-1999-0519, CVE-1999-0520;BID : 8026; 
results|192.168.0|192.168.0.3|microsoft-ds (445/tcp)|11777|Security Warning|;Here is a 
list of files which have been found on the remote SMB shares.;Some of these files may 
contain copyrighted materials, such as commercial;movies or music files. ;;If any of this 
file actually contains copyrighted material and if;they are freely swapped around, your 
organization might be held liable;for copyright infringement by associations such as the 
RIAA or the MPAA.;; + DOWNLOAD :;;  -  
results|192.168.0|192.168.0.3|general/icmp|10114|Security Note|;Synopsis :;;A flaw in the 
client service for NetWare may allow an attacker to execute;arbitrary code on the remote 
host.;;Description :;;The remote host contains a version of the Client Service for NetWare 
which ;is vulnerable to a buffer overflow.;;An attacker may exploit this flaw by 
connecting to the NetWare RPC service;(possibly over IP) and trigger the overflow by 
sending a malformed RPC;request.;;Solution : ;;Microsoft has released a set of patches for 
Windows 2000, XP and 2003 
:;;http://www.microsoft.com/technet/security/bulletin/ms05-046.mspx;;Risk factor 
:;;Critical / CVSS Base Score : 10 ;(AV:R/AC:L/Au:NR/C:C/A:C/I:C/B:N);CVE : CVE-
2005-1985;BID : 15066; 
results|192.168.0|192.168.0.3|general/tcp|10201|Security Warning|;Synopsis :;;A flaw in 
the client service for NetWare may allow an attacker to  
 
execute;arbitrary code on the remote host.;;Description :;;The remote host contains a 
version of the Client Service for NetWare which ;is vulnerable to a buffer overflow.;;An 
attacker may exploit this flaw by connecting to the NetWare RPC service;(possibly over 
IP) and trigger the overflow by sending a malformed RPC;request.;;Solution : ;;Microsoft 
has released a set of patches for Windows 2000, XP and 2003 
:;;http://www.microsoft.com/technet/security/bulletin/ms05-046.mspx;;Risk factor 
:;;Critical / CVSS Base Score : 10 ;(AV:R/AC:L/Au:NR/C:C/A:C/I:C/B:N);CVE : CVE-
2005-1985;BID : 15066; 
timestamps||192.168.0.3|host_end|Thu May 18 13:14:31 2006| 
timestamps|||scan_end|Thu May 18 13:14:31 2006| 
 
 
 
 
 


